
Project Selection

• Theses Posters 
– Disciplines: Psychology, 
Sociology/Anthropology, 
Biology

– Benefits
• Immediate access to files. 

• Born Digital

• Student workers 
– Very familiar with files

– PDF conversion EASY

• Students can access 
online

• Theses
– Primarily Chemistry, but 
other SIPs included

– Benefits:
• Student workers

– OCR scan directly from 
program

– Adobe PDF Security 

– Adobe PDF 
renumbering Pages

• DSpace environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started choosing projects to work on, some questions we asked ourselves was “Do we have easy access to these files?”, “Can we teach student workers to scan these items and do it correctly without having to double check their work?”  and “Does this fulfill a need that we have?”  If the answer was “yes”, it became a project.  Both scanning theses and theses posters fit into this category.  Choosing theses as a project was very easy.  The hardest thing was figuring out securing the PDF files after they were scanned.  Do we add security?   Do we let the student workers?  Do we use one password?  Also, we wanted to make sure that the numbers in the PDF corresponded to the actual printed theses, so we have to go through every one and renumber pages.  The posters was also a very easy project.  When students have created a theses poster, they submit it to me for printing.  I have approximately 6-7 years worth of theses posters.  I kept the files because students like to look at what student’s presented at previous symposiums.  I had binders in my office of sample 8.5x11 posters, which students would stop by and look at.   I always told students that I was keeping their files to show next year’s students.  Now I tell them that I’m going to put their poster online.  I wanted to put them in a more convenient place, where students could access them but also faculty.  DSpace was a perfect solution.  Took these 36”x48” posters, reduced them in size to 8.5x11 PDF files and uploaded them to DSpace.  For both of these projects, the PDF file is not available to the general public.  To view these files, a person has to be a faculty, staff or current student at Kalamazoo College who logs in to the DSpace system.  



Project Selection

• Alumni magazine
– Easy access to files from 

College Communications
– Informed me they were 

indexing them by hand. 
– STOP!  There’s a better 

way!
– Student workers learn

• QuarkXpress challenging
• Final output of original 
document is Press

• Document images more 
challenging

• Art – upcoming project
– Asked me to create a 

website where they would 
have student portfolio 
work 

– Rather than create a static 
website, I thought 
something more dynamic

– Self‐Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These next projects came about because it met a need.  The Office of College Communications was indexing old Alumni magazines using a spreadsheet.  Someone told me this is in casual conversation, and I was horrified.  It asked them to stop.  Told them there was a much more efficient way of doing this.  These magazines were born digital using QuarkXpress.  I had them send me the CDs, and my student workers and I worked on converting them to PDF.  This was a very challenging project because the intended output for Quark documents is off-set or prepress printing.  The file sizes are LARGE and converting them to PDF is complicated.  I was able to figure out the best way to convert them to PDF, balancing the file size of the PDF with the appropriate quality.  Taught my student workers who are much more familiar with QuarkXpress.  DSpace creates a text file of the document, which is searchable and the Communications department can use DSpace to conduct a search rather than a spreadsheet.  It’s significantly faster and more accurate.The Art project is newly underway.  It arose because faculty in the Art department contacted me to help them showcase the portfolio work of their  students.  Initially, I had planned on creating this complicated multimedia piece which would be cool in the short-run, but would be static in the way it might be hard to keep up to date.  The Art department won’t want to support it, and neither will I.  A few weeks ago, I had an ephiphany.  Why not include this work in DSpace, especially if this is portfolio-quality work?  We would also be able to include metadata, such as the advisor, the media, etc… because we’re using a dynamic database. I talked with Stacy and she agreed that DSpace would be a good solution.  The Art department was interested, but really wanted to “brand” the area.  We’ve branded DSpace with Kalamazoo College, but we can’t brand the Art department area.  However,  this turned out not to be a project stopper especially when we started talking about SELF-ASSESSMENT.  We haven’t put anything up on the site yet, but we hope to in the next couple of weeks.



Hardware

• HP Scanjet N8460 (ADF scanner)
– Scans items up to 8.5”x14” through ADF

– Scans items up to 8.5”x14” on flatbed

• Epson Xpression 10000XL (flatbed scanner)
– Scan items up to 12”x17”

• Epson Xpression 1680 (flatbed scanner)
– Scan items up to 8.5”x12”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we started the DSpace project, we agreed that we didn’t want to buy equipment.  We wanted to use the equipment and software we had, find out if it was sufficient and/or suitable for the project, see what problems arose and go from there.  The types of scanners in the Center for New Media Design:   HP Scanjet 8460– which scans items up to legal size documents through the automatic document feeder an on the flatbed.   Epson Xpression 10000XL  - scan items up to 12x17.  This is the scanner we used for larger format items.  . Epson Xpression 1680 – scan items up to 8.5x12.   Each of the Epson scanners excels at producing quality images.  Do not have a document feeder.  Does not have searchable PDF feature native in the scanning software.



Items Scanned

• Old Theses
– Files are encrypted

– Not PDF/A because encryption not allowed

– Black and white, even if color in document

– 300 dpi

• Photographs

• Yearbooks

• Miscellaneous documents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The people who are primarily scanning items are student workers. ThesesBecause the SIP documents are large, students have to scan the document into a couple of different PDF files.They would then combine the separate PDF files into a single PDF file.Password protect the SIPsRenumber PDF pages Upload the SIPs to DSpaceSHOW EXAMPLE:  In anthro/soc:  Church and CommunityYearbook (Boiling Pot)  Separate filesSo large it had to be separated out into separate filesBecause we had to use the large format scanner, not searchable.



Converting Born Digital Items

• Microsoft Office documents – Word, 
PowerPoint

• QuarkXpress – going back 8 years to legacy 
versions

• Adobe InDesign

• HTML / web pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My student workers and myself are converting born digital items.  I figure out the best settings and after I’m satisfied with the quality of the output, I turn the project over to my student workers with the relevant conversion information .  These are the primary file types that we’ve been dealing with.  Besides QuarkXpress, the most difficulat has been HTML.It is difficult to get HTML pages to look like they do online.  The Office of College Communications puts out an Alumni e-newsletter which we want to keep a copy.  Figuring out the PDF settings has been challenging, and the output isn’t perfect.  But at least we have it.   



File Formats Saved

• PDFs  ‐ do not use PDF/A
– Documents/books
– Born digital files

• Image Formats
– TIFF (lossless compression)
– Jpeg ‐ Use for photographic images or images with 
smooth variations of tone and color (lossy
compression)

– GIF ‐ Use for line art (lossless compression)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As administrators, we need to have a fundamental understanding about what file types to use in each situation.  What is PDF, JPEG, TIFF?  Students do not understand the benefits/drawbacks to each of these file types.  They should never be put in the situation to choose, because they will invariably not make the right choice. 



PDF/A Compatibility

• Not allowed in document
– Audio and video content

– Encryption

– Javascript and *.exe file launches

• Any fonts used must be legally embeddable 
for unlimited, universal rendering

• Colorspaces must be specified

• Standards‐based metadata is mandated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to talk a lot about PDF/A compatibility.  We don’t use it because it doesn’t allow for ENCRYPTION.  However, this are other points to note.  



Training – Scanning Images

• TIFF images converted to JPEGs in Photoshop
– Batch conversion

• Limited space on DSpace so won’t upload 
high‐resolution TIFF files

• Images, 300 dpi resolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My students scan hundreds, if not thousands, of images a year.  There has been no problem with scanning images.  I’m very glad that Heidi outsources the scanning because I look at some of the older images and immediately think how I can improve it’s appearance by touching it up.  I’m sure this is a no-no.  



Training – Scanning Documents

• SIPs
– Password protect SIPs w/Adobe Acrobat 
Professional 8

– Renumber PDF pages

– Upload SIPs to DSpace



THINGS LEARNED ALONG THE WAY



Problems / Issues

• OCR scanners jammed 
– Heavyweight paper and the thin rice paper not compatible 
with OCR scanner

• Older SIPs with pictures/graphs/tables glued to pages  
– Graphics are barely attached with old and brittle adhesive
– Scan pages separately on flatbed and insert into PDF 
document

• Password protecting the SIP files
– Student workers are given the single password that 
encrypts

– Issue – fine for our students but do we give this password 
to EVERYONE?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OCR scanners jammed because of the weight of the paper varies in these old documents.  Heavyweight paper and the thin rice paper caused problems. What I ended up doing is looking at each SIP and setting aside those that I was concerned with. Some of the older SIPs are very hard to scan because they have pictures/graphs/tables glued to the pages.  The adhesive is old and these graphics are barely attached.   These have to be scanned separately and inserted into the PDF document.. Password protecting the SIP filesDo we give the student workers the password to protect these files?  In the end, we did.



Problems / Issues

• Student Workflow:  
– Permission to upload to DSpace but they do not have 
rights to modify their submissions.

• Computer and Hardware:
– Fast OCR scanner / slow computer 

• Renders searchable PDF slowly
• All‐in‐one computer with adequate memory  

– Fast OCR scanner / powerful multimedia computer
• Fast scanning
• Fast rendering of searchable PDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workflow:  The way we have permissions set for students is they upload the item to DSpace, but they do not have rights to modify their submissions.  If they made a mistake on a file that they didn’t catch until after they uploaded it or if something was mistyped in the submission process, they have to ask me to change it for them. There is an OCR scanner at the Circulation desk that is also used.  It scans documents very fast, but does not render the searchable feature quickly because the computer is older.  Within the past 6 weeks, we’ve updated the OCR scanner in the Center for New Media Design.  It scans document’s very fast and creates a searchable PDF very fast.  The computer is newer and has more memory.   



Visual Information Helpful

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of alumni magazines, and Stacy thought it would be a good idea to add cover images for each LuxEsto.  People look for things in different ways, and visually this would give them another way to search.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t have to scan the image again, since it was already in PDF form.  We exported the cover page from Acrobat, saved as a JPG and optimzed in Photoshop.  Since thumbnails are automatically generated from a jpeg uploaded, we uploaded the cover image and selected it as the primary bitstream.  Then it shows up in the Issue date area.  



GOOGLE ANALYTICS
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